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University of Washington

ABSTRACT

Effects of Liquid Superheat on Droplet Disruption and
Vaporization in Supersonic Conditions

Mark R. Phariss

Chair of the Supervisory Committee:
Associate Professor James C. Hermanson

Department of Aeronautics and Astronautics

Individual neat 70m diameter droplets of 1-propanol,

ethanol, and methanol, were smoothly accelerated after

injection into a convergent-free expansion test section of

a draw-down supersonic wind tunnel to examine the effects

of liquid superheat on droplet disruption and vaporization.

Superheating of the initially unheated droplets was

accomplished upon injection into the freely expanding jet

as the static pressure dropped below the vapor pressures of

the droplet fluids. The rate and degree of superheating of

the droplets varied with test fluid vapor pressure.

Droplets were imaged by shadowgraphy over sufficiently

short intervals to capture clear images. A simple

computational model suggested that the droplets achieved

supersonic velocities relative to the air stream.

Examination of 888 droplet images indicates that

~OVdl5 4-O



superheating results in faster and more violent disruption

and vaporization than would be expected based upon

correlations from previous studies, due to flash

vaporization originating in the region of low pressure on

the aft of the droplet. More rapid superheating seems to

increase the speed and violence of droplet breakup, and

result in lower degrees of superheat necessary to

completely disrupt a droplet.
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INTRODUCTION

Classic air-breathing aeropropulsion technology is

approaching its theoretical flight envelope limit.

Subsonic combustion ramjets, while practical, are

ineffective above Mach 5;1 rockets, while effective above

Mach 5, accelerate slowly at liftoff and are not

economically feasible for atmospheric flight below Mach 10.'

The flight regime between Mach 5 and 10 would most

efficiently be accessed with a supersonic combustion ramjet

or scramjet.' This would enable hypersonic bombers or

missiles for responsive airpower, as well as hybrid

scramjet launch vehicles which use rockets for orbital

injection to give inexpensive access to space."

Current scramjet-powered research vehicles are fueled

by either liquid hydrogen or preheated hydrocarbons. 4 The

short autoignition delay and high reaction rate of hydrogen

is desirable, since the residence time of the fuel-air

mixture in the combustion section can be less than the

autoignition delay of hydrocarbons.7-c Liquid hydrogen is

cryogenic and therefore readily vaporized, avoiding the

need to vaporize in the combustion chamber.2 Additionally,

since hydrogen molecules are less massive than hydrocarbon

molecules, exhaust velocity at a given combustion
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temperature is higher when hydrogen fuel is used. One

major drawback of liquid hydrogen is that the fuel is not

storable,2 which prevents economical ground operations,

sacrificing a major advantage of using scramjet-powered

vehicles in place of rockets for high speed atmospheric

flight.

An alternative to hydrogen is provided in hydrocarbon

fuels. Hydrocarbons can be used as coolant for the engine,

especially when catalytically cracked, which also lowers

the autoignition delay time. '• In addition, the higher

volumetric energy density of hydrocarbons reduces

structural mass necessary for fuel storage and radar cross

section of the vehicle. '2, The hurdles for fueling a

scramjet with hydrocarbons are only of implementation.

Preheating of hydrocarbons to inject vapor instead of

liquid involves either bulky heat exchangers 4 or dangerously

volatile starter fuels.'

Without specialized equipment or chemicals to preheat

hydrocarbon fuel at engine start, hydrocarbon fuel may

injected as a liquid in a "cold start" situation,"I in which

the fuel is unheated upon injection into the combustion

chamber. Indeed, for an operational scramjet, hydrocarbons

injected as liquid may in fact be more efficient for fuel-
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air mixing than vapor injection. Since liquid, due to its

higher momentum, can penetrate into a cross flow better

than vapor," the optimal design may involve injecting

liquid hydrocarbon fuel into the combustion chamber and

rapidly vaporizing the fuel after its injection. Once

vaporization of liquid fuel is sufficiently fast, the

mixing of the fuel vapor and air becomes the limiting

factor in combustion rate.

Superheating hydrocarbon fuels has the potential to

achieve this rapid vaporization, as superheated liquids

rapidly evaporate throughout the bulk of the liquid.l2-I

Due to the inevitable presence of boiling nucleation sites

on the surface of fuel tanks, 1-15 superheating would

necessarily be best accomplished upon injection, where the

microscopically smooth fluid-fluid boundary between the

airflow and fuel would deny nucleation sites that could

lead to slow, cold heterogeneous boiling,' 3-1 while allowing

for rapid evaporation of the bulk liquid. In addition, the

amount of superheat could be increased by exposing the

fuel, during injection, to a rapid drop in pressure below

the vapor pressure of the fuel.' 4

Whether the liquid is injected as a jet or a spray, ' a

critical stage of fuel vaporization is breakdown and
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vaporization of individual droplets.'O Numerous studies

have examined aerodynamic shattering of droplets and

correlated the mode of and time to disruption with various

non-dimensional parameters. 7- ' The most common of these

parameters are the Weber number:

We r

a

which relates inertial forces to surface tension; the

Ohnesorge number:

Oh - 'd

V•P,I " a Do€

which relates viscous forces to surface tension; and the

Reynolds number:

Re= p_ Do

which relates inertial forces to viscous forces.

Various modes of droplet breakup under non-superheated

conditions have been identified differently by various

studies."'-" The most common major modes, in order of

increasing violence, are vibrational, bag, stripping, and

catastrophic. Fig. 1.1 depicts the typical evolution of

each of these modes. Additionally, Weber number ranges

correlated to these modes, and other modes that have

sometimes been reported"1 are depicted. A droplet
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undergoing vibrational breakup oscillates and, if there is

sufficient energy transfer from the flow, the amplitude of

the oscillations increases until it exceeds the size of the

droplet, at which point the droplet separates into two or

more smaller droplets. At higher rates of energy transfer

from the flow to the droplet than in the vibrational mode,

the airflow non-oscillatorily pierces the windward side of

the droplet, deforming it into a bag shape, which thins

until the airflow pierces completely through the droplet,

at which point the droplet fragments progressively from the

point of piercing until the leading ring is broken into

several droplets. At even higher flow to droplet energy

transfer, the shear on the surface of the droplet strips

away some of the liquid as a vapor; as the energy

increases, this shear can also create waves on the surface

of the droplet, accelerating the stripping of liquid. The

final commonly defined mode, catastrophic breakup, occurs

when the energy transfer from the flow to the droplet is

sufficient to create waves on the surface of the droplet

with amplitudes greater than the size of the droplet,

rapidly disintegrating the droplet into several small

fragments which subsequently also undergo catastrophic

breakup.2(
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Most previous studies of droplet breakup have focused

on either low-speed flow with smooth application of

aerodynamic loads to droplets,20-24 or high-speed flow with

sudden application of aerodynamic loads to stationary

droplets in a shock tube.' 7 -i' 2 -"' 4  The smooth application

of aerodynamic loads to droplets in high-speed flow is

insufficiently characterized by the results of previous

studies, as the rate of aerodynamic loading and speed of

flow affect droplet breakdown considerably.I -17,I-- I In

addition, these studies have largely ignored thermodynamic

factors of breakup, such as superheating of droplets. One

recent study, which explored the effects of superheat on

droplets accelerated to high subsonic relative velocities,

suggested that increasing superheat decreases time to

disruption of droplets and increases the violence of

breakup for a given value of Weber number."'

The current research investigates the effect of

superheat on the nature of and time to breakup of liquid

droplets smoothly accelerated to supersonic relative

velocities, through visual shadowgraphy of droplets of

various test fluids with a range of vapor pressures in a

freely expanding jet test section of a draw-down supersonic

wind tunnel.
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EXPERIMENTAL

Wind Tunnel

The experiments were conducted in the draw-down

Supersonic Wind Tunnel at the University of Washington. At

operating condition with atmospheric pressure of 14.7 psia

(101.35 kPa), the vacuum pump maintained a tank pressure of

1.2 psia (8.27 kPa). A photograph of the test section

exterior is shown in Fig. 2.1; a diagram of the test

section interior and nozzle contour is shown in Fig. 2.2.

In order to achieve the most rapid droplet acceleration, a

freely expanding jet was employed. The convergent section

is 0.625 in (15.875 mm) long with a 1 in (25.4 mm) diameter

entrance, and a 0.125 in (3.175 mm) diameter throat. The

interior shape is a right conic frustum. The interior of

the test section is a cube with a side of 3 in (76.2 mm)

with the convergent section protruding 0.25 in (6.35 mm)

down from the center of the top. Circular quartz windows

with diameters of 1.57 in (40 mm) are mounted on opposite

sides of the test section to allow for shadowgraph

illumination and imaging of the entire expansion cell from

throat to Mach disc. The airflow freely expanded from Mach

1 at the throat to Mach 4.87 at the end of the expansion
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cell. The Pitot pressure along the centerline of the test

section was measured with a Pitot probe inserted from the

bottom of the tunnel; from this, the Mach number, velocity,

static temperature, and static pressure were calculated as

a function of position downstream of the throat, as shown

in Figs. 1.3, 1.4, 1.5, and 1.6, respectively.

Droplet Generation Apparatus

A MicroFab Droplet-on-Demand device, pictured in Fig.

2.7, was used to generate monodisperse 70 gm (0.0028 in)

diameter droplets of each test fluid. When triggered by a

voltage pulse from a MicroJet III controller, a

piezoelectric transducer in the device creates an acoustic

wave in a fluid filled chamber which interacts with the

free surface at the tip to create a single drop per

pulse.1 '• 1 Supplied by a syringe pump with a constant flow

of test fluid equal to that expelled as droplets, the

device generated a steady stream of droplets at 3000 Hz.

The droplet generator was positioned 2 in (50.8 mm) above

the entrance of the convergent section of the test section,

and was aligned with 3-axis microstagers to ensure the

droplets were injected on centerline.
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Imaging System

Droplets were imaged in the test section using

shadowgraphy. Illumination was accomplished with a Xenon

Corp. N-787B Nanopulse system generating 500 mJ (0.12 cal)

pulses 10 ns in duration at a repetition rate of 60 Hz. In

a 10 ns interval, a 70 gm (0.0028 in) diameter droplet

moving at 2,300 ft/s (700 m/s) - the maximum airflow

velocity in the test section - moves only 10w, of its

diameter; therefore, the images were of droplets

effectively "frozen" at a given position and state of

deformation and fragmentation.

The images were captured with a Panasonic WV-CP474 CCD

camera with a VZM 300 video microscope lens attached. The

camera output the 480 x 640 pixel images to a Mu-Tech

MV1000 PCI frame grabber card in a controlling PC, which

recorded the images as 8-bit grayscale TIFF image files and

stored them on the PC hard drive for later post-processing.

Since the field of view of the camera with the microscope

lens was much smaller than the length of the test section,

it was necessary to step the camera down the length of the

test section in order to capture images of droplets

throughout their lifetime. In order to identify the

location of camera fields of view below the throat, 0-80
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screws of known length were rigidly held at throat and an

image recorded at the field of view.

The position of the image varied by ± 31 gm (0.0012 in)

due to the random nature of the path of current through the

air gap at breakdown voltage. The combination of lens and

CCD resulted in each pixel of the images displaying a 3.6 gm

(0.00014 in) square area of the test section. Due to the

error of the arc position, in both the droplet image and

the image of the screw of known length, and the finite

pixel size, the position of any droplet in an image is

known within a range of ±69.2 gm (0.0027 in), less than its

nominal injection diameter and only 0.36'% of the total

length of the test section.

Image Processing

Due to the combined characteristics of the CCD camera,

the test section, and the light source, the unprocessed

images of droplets did not normally clearly reveal features

of the droplet breakup. An unprocessed image can be seen

in Fig. 2.8. In order to remove these visual artifacts, a

MATLAB program utilizing seven custom MATLAB functions (see

Appendix) was written.
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Deinterlacing

The first and simplest problem with the images was

that they were interlaced, meaning the camera only used

every other row to record the a given image. The image was

deinterlaced by setting the value of each pixel in the dark

rows equal to the average of the values of the pixels

immediately adjacent in two bright rows. A deinterlaced

image can be seen in Fig. 2.9.

CCD Blemish Removal

Small areas of the CCD had been damaged by dust and

could not be cleaned. This left spots in the image. In

order to eliminate these spots, several random images were

compared. Those pixels which had a value above a critical

value in all images compared were identified as damaged CCD

points. The values of these pixels in processed images

were set to the mean value of all the pixels in the image,

effectively "graying-out" the spots, as can be seen in Fig.

2.10.

Window Blemish and Light Source Corrections

Despite careful cleaning with solvents and lint-free

cloths, microscopic residue remained on the windows of the

tunnel. However, due to the variation of the position of

light source arc, this residue appeared at different pixels
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of each image. In order to remove it, images of the test

section with no droplets were recorded at each position.

These residue-only images were compared with several copies

of each processed image with varying offsets in both axes

to compensate for the light source movement. The copy

which varied the least from the residue-only image over the

entire image had the residue-only image subtracted from it,

removing the window blemishes while also inverting the

grayscale. An example can be seen in Fig. 2.11.

Noise Reduction

The scaling of the subtracted imaged increased the

strength of the noise along with the signal of the droplet

in the image. To reduce the noise, each pixel value was

set to the arithmetic mean of its value and the values of

the twelve pixels nearest it; small exceptions were made

for the pixels near the edge of the image, whose values

were averaged with fewer neighboring pixels as there were

fewer pixels nearby. A noise reduced image can be seen in

Fig. 2.12.

Edge Sharpening

In averaging the noise out of the image, the signal of

the droplet in the image was blurred. To sharpen the edges

of the droplet image, the image was convolved with an
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evenly weighted eight neighbor Laplacian kernel 3 , and added

with itself. A final scaling to use the entire grayscale

resulted in images such as shown in Fig. 2.13.

Test Fluids

Droplets of 1-propanol, ethanol, and methanol were

injected into the test section. Table 2.1 shows some fluid

properties of these fluids,31 and the Ohnesorge number for a

70 pm (0.0028 in) diameter droplet of each fluid. As can be

seen, the vapor pressure values for the fluids progress in

an approximate sequence of halves, leading to different

degrees of superheating, defined as

S

of droplets of each fluid at a given location downstream of

the throat in the test section, as shown in Fig. 2.14.

This approach allows examination of the effects of

superheating on disruption of droplets at comparable Weber

numbers. It should be noted that for any given liquid a

limiting degree of superheating exists, beyond which the

liquid is absolutely thermodynamically unstable. For a

given fluid, the fraction of its critical temperature at

which the fluid reaches the superheat limit for a given

fraction of its critical pressure can be approximated using
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the Redlich-Kwong equation, as shown in Fig. 2-15. 4 Based

on the temperature of the droplets in the test section and

the static pressure, the droplets in the current study,

though superheated, do not actually reach the superheat

limit.

The calculated total residence time, based on the

model described in the next chapter, of a droplet between

the throat and Mach disc is 32.4 gs. This yields a maximum

Fourier number:

4.a~r
Fo- D2

of approximately 0.01. This suggests cooling of the bulk

droplet fluid other than by fragmentation and vaporization

can be neglected. The Ohnesorge number progresses roughly

in an integral sequence, suggesting that a decrease in

viscosity will accompany an increase in superheat level due

to the use of a different fluid. The values of surface

tension for the three fluids vary only slightly from each

other, so the Weber number for a droplet of the same size

and velocity for each fluid will be similar. This

minimizes variation in the aerodynamic breakup forces most

often studied, allowing the focus to remain on the effects

of the liquid superheating.
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Figure 2.1 Test Section Exterior

I • Quartz

002 in-)Window
(1.59 mm)

Ft Mach
v • Disc

c 0.58 in
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S 3 in (76.2 ram) -- - -

Figure 2.2 Test Section Interior
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Figure 2.7 Droplet Generator

5: 1 Scale

Figure 2.8 Unprocessed Droplet Image
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Figure 2.9 Deinterlaced Droplet Image

Figure 2.10 CCD Blemish Removed Droplet Image
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Figure 2.13. Window Blemish Removed Droplet Image

Figure 2.12 Noise Reduced Droplet Image
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Figure 2.13 Fully Processed Droplet Image

Table 2.1 Test Fluid Properties

Test Fluid PP J Oh T.
psi g/mL dyn/cm cP K

1-Propanol 0.385 0.8035 23.7 1.722 0.047165 536.8
Ethanol 0.851 0.7893 22.3 1.080 0.030768 489.2

Methanol 1.911 0.7914 22.6 0.600 0.016957 512.6
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COMPUTATIONAL MODEL

A one-dimensional model of the expected acceleration

of droplets injected into the test section was developed,

yielding an estimate of droplet velocity. From the model

velocity profile, estimates of droplet velocity and Mach

number relative to the airflow were calculated. From the

calculated droplet relative velocity profile, estimates of

droplet Weber and Reynolds number were calculated to

predict which droplet breakup regimes should be observed,

based on correlations from previous studies.' .- 3

Model Structure

The limiting approximation of model is that the

droplets are modeled as non-evaporating, rigid spheres.

The reason for this assumption is to allow the use of

existing drag coefficient data for small-diameter metal

spheres at Mach numbers between 0.29 and 3.96. One

limitation to the accuracy of the model is that the metal

spheres for which the drag was correlated were smaller than

the droplets considered here. The effects of

compressibility on spheres on the scale of the droplets are

not well established. The existing drag coefficient data

are related to the drag force as follows:
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F1, K, D2 -V'2

The determined value of drag coefficient, as a

function of Mach number, is as follows: 4"

0.192 , 0 < M <0.5
KI= ().3173+0.2711-(M-1) 0,05<M<1.4

0.3812 -0.0140( .(M - 2.75),1.4 < M < 4.0

The model was used to calculate droplet kinematical

behavior from the tip of the droplet generator to the Mach

disc at the end of the free expansion cell, for position

increments of 1/160 in (0.159 mm). For the initial

condition, at the first position step, the droplet velocity

was taken to be half the velocity of the local airflow.

The Mach number of the droplet relative to the air stream

at each position step was calculated by dividing the

droplet relative velocity by the sound speed for the static

temperature at that position, as determined experimentally.

The relative droplet Mach number was then used with

the above correlation to determine the drag coefficient,

which, with the droplet relative velocity, an assumed

nominal diameter of 70 pm, and the experimentally determined

freestream density, was used to calculate the drag force.

The draq force was divided by the product of the nominal

assumed volume of the droplet and the density of ethanol to
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find the acceleration, which was assumed to remain constant

across the length of each position increment; the density

of ethanol was used since the densities of the test fluids

vary only slightly, and ethanol has the median density of

the three fluids. The Newtonian equation for change in

velocity due to constant acceleration over a distance:

2 + 2 Ax

was used to determine the velocity at the next position

step. The process was repeated for each position step

within the length of interest.

Computational Results

The modeled indicated that the droplets accelerate

from 111 ft/s (216 m/s) at the throat to a maximum of 1465

ft/s (441 m/s) before slowly decelerating relative to the

airflow again, as profiled in Fig. 3.1. The relative Mach

number is computed to increase from 0.66 at the throat to a

maximum of 2.89, as shown in Fig. 3.2; the predicted

relative Mach number continues to increase after the

relative velocity is predicted to reach a maximum due to

the decrease in sound speed associated with the drop in

static temperature along the length of the test section.

The Weber number is predicted to be between 149 and 632, as
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shown in Fig. 3.3. The Reynolds number is predicted to be

between 890 and 1835, as shown in Iig. 3.4. Studies of

drag on smooth spheres in incompressible flow indicate

comparable drag coefficients over the range of Reynolds

numbers between those predicted by the model for the

droplets and those for the rigid spheres from which the

drag coefficient correlation was derived,4 suggesting that

the drag coefficient correlation is sufficiently applicable

to the scale of the droplets considered here. These

results, based upon a rigid sphere model, provides a

reference to which the experimental results, expectea to

differ from those of the model due to droplet deformation,

disruption, and vaporization, can be compared.

Breakup Mode PredicLions

Upon comparison with established correlations, the

model results were used to predict the mode of droplet

breakup expected. Three types of correlations were found:

Weber number only, Weber and Ohnesorqe numbers, and Weber

and Reynolds numbers. There is some variation in the

various correlations, but one dominant breakup mode was

predicted by the vast majority of the correlations for the

Weber, Ohnesorqe, and Reynolds numbers predicted by the

model for the conditions of the current study.
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The Weber number only correlations'1- _2'" - " 3 1 predict

that the droplets will fragment, but will enter neither the

bag (since We > i00)" nor catastrophic (since We < 20,000)ý"'

disruption modes. Due to the focus of these correlations

on individual boundaries between breakup modes and not on

the entire range of breakup modes, no more specific

predictions can be confidently made from those results.

The Weber and Ohnesorqe numbers correlation,'' predicts a

pure shear breakup (since Oh < 0.1 and We > /8),' / based

upon the model results. The Weber and Reynolds numbers

correlations predict that the droplets should initially

deform, flattening the leeward surface and making the

windward surface convex,' which when coupled with

qualitative observations from other studies2 can be

used to again eliminate the bag breakup mode as a possible

breakup mode expected. Other Weber and Reynolds numbers

correlations'- further predict that the droplets will

begin fragmentation in the shear mode and transition to a

final explosive disruption (since 40 < We < 1,000 and 1 <

WeRe < 20) Based upon the preponderance of the

correlation predictions, coupled with the expectation that

droplet acceleration will exceed that approximated in the

model due to deformation and vaporization of liquid, a
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shear stripping mode breakup with possible transition to

explosive but not catastrophic final disruption is expected

for the conditions of this work. Since the correlations

referenced here relate droplet breakup modes to given

values of non-dimensional parameters, regardless of

possible variation of droplet diameter, the correlations

should remain valid for fixed flow conditions since the

ranges of non-dimensional parameters calculated with this

model also assume constant droplet diameter. The validity

of using these correlations is diminished, however, due to

the continually varying velocity of the droplets relative

to the air flow in this study.
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EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

1-Propanol

Images of nine 1-propanol droplet exemplars - out of

514 1-propanol droplet images captured - for various

positions in the test section are shown in Figs. 4.1-4.9;

Table 4.1 summarizes specific information about these

droplets. The droplets seem to have initially deformed as

predicted, convex on the windward surface. The 1-propanol

droplets remained unsuperheated through Fig. 4.4, with the

deformation continuing and forming a tail at the aft of the

droplets. The onset of superheating in Fig. 4.5 appears to

have resulted in rapid disruption and vaporization, with

the initiation apparently occurring within the bulk of the

fluid. Coherent droplet fragments were observed much

farther downstream in the test section and at a much higher

degree of superheat for 1-propanol droplets than for

droplets of the other two fluids.

Ethanol

Images of six ethanol droplet exemplars - out of 241

ethanol droplet images captured - for various positions in

the test section are shown in Figs. 4.10-4.15; Table 4.2

summarizes specific information about these droplets. The
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droplets in Figs. 4.10-4.12 are not superheated, and seem

to deform predominately at the aft of the droplet, in much

the same manner as the 1-propanol droplets. The droplets in

Figs. 4.13-4.15 are superheated to a quickly increasing

degree, due both to the steadily decreasing static pressure

in the test section and acceleration of the droplet

downstream by the air flow. The droplet liquid appears to

have undergone flash vaporization, possibly initiating at

or behind the separation point. Disruption occurred at a

similar degree of superheat to that at which disruption

occurred in l-propanol droplets. Fig. 4.15 represents the

maximum downstream position of observable droplet

fragments.

Methanol

Images of three methanol droplet exemplars - out of

133 methanol droplet images captured - for various

positions in the test section are shown in Figs. 4.16-4.18;

Table 4.3 summarizes specific information about these

droplets based both on experimentally determined airflow

characteristics and computationally modeled non-dimensional

parameters. Very little structure is observable in these

droplets. Only Fig. 4.18 shows a superheated drop, but the

rate of increase of degree of superheating of the droplets
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was much more rapid than for droplets of 1-propanol and

ethanol. This is due both to the higher vapor pressure of

methanol, and higher acceleration downstream as the

droplets of methanol lost mass to vaporization more quickly

than did droplets of the other fluids. No methanol

droplets were observable farther downstream than Fig. 4.18.
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Figure 4.1 1-Propanol Droplet at x = 0.0109 in (0.28 mm)

S 0.032, Mode v = 775.7 ft/. (236 m/s), Model M. - 0.727,
Model We = 177, Model Re = 971

Figure 4.2 1-Propanol Droplet at x = 0.1109 in (2.82 mm)

5 = 0.2l5l, Model v' = i373 ft/s (418 m/s), Model M, = i.641,
Model We = 555, Model Re = 1719
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Figure 4.3 1-Propanol Droplet at x = 0.1430 in (3.63 mm)

5 = 0.3989, Model v, = 1425 ft/s (434 m/s), Model Mr = 1.861,
Model We = 598, Model Re = 1785

Figure 4.4 1-Propanol Droplet at x = 0.1818 in (4.62 mm)

S = 0.7772, Model v. = 1450 ft/s (442 m/s), Model IV = 2.062,
Model We = 619, Model Re = 1816
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Figure 4.5 1-Propanol Droplet at x = 0.2622 in (6.66 mm)

0 = 2.2172, Model v, = 1459 ft/s (445 m/s), Model M, = 2.434,
Model We = 626, Model Re = 1827

Figure 4.6 1-Propanol Droplet at x = 0.3089 in (7.85 mm)

S = 3.6755, Model v, = 1447 ft/s (441 m/s), Model M, = 2.594,

Model We = 616, Model Re = 1811
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Figure 4.7 1-Propanol Droplet at x 0.3626 in (9.21 mu)

S 6 5.986, Model v, = 1424 ft/s (434 m/s), Model M. = 2.737,
Model We = 597, Model Re = 1783

Figure 4.8 1-Propanol Droplet at x = 0.4163 in (10.57 zmm)

S = 8.868, Model v, = 1395 ft/s (425 m/s), Model MA = 2.836,

Model We = 572, Model Re = 1746
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Figure 4.9 1-Propanol Droplet at x - 0.4754 in (12.08 rmm)

= 11.42, Modei v. = 1352 ft/s (412 m/s), Model M. = 2.850,
Model We = 538, Model Re = 1692

Table 4.1 1-Propanol Droplet Data Summary

x Model v,-Figure in S ft/s Model M, Model We Model Re

4.1 0.0109 0.0392 775.7 0.727 177 971
4.2 0.1109 0.2151 1373 1.641 555 1719
4.3 0.1430 0.3989 1425 1.861 598 1785
4.4 0.1818 0.7772 1450 2.082 619 1816

4.5 0.2622 2.2172 1459 2.434 626 1827
4.6 0.3089 3.6755 1447 2.594 616 1811
4.7 0.3626 5.986 1424 2.737 597 1783
4.8 0.4163 8.868 1395 2.836 572 1746
4.9 0.4754 11.42 1352 2.850 538 1692
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Figure 4.10 Ethanol Droplet at x = 0.0461 in (1.17 mm)

S - 0.2180, Model v, = 956.2 ft/s (291 m/s), Model M, = 09ý96,

Model We = 269, Model Re = 1197

Figure 4.11 Ethanol Droplet at x - 0.0692 in (1.76 mam)

S - O.1965, Model v, = 1207 ft/s (368 m/s), Model M, = 1.272,
Model We = 429, Model Re = 1512
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Figure 4.12 Ethanol Droplet at x = 0.1129 in (2.87 un)

S = 0.4955, Model v., 1375 ft/s (419 m/s), Model M, = 1.654,
Model We = 557, Model Re = 1722

Figure 4.13 Ethanol Droplet at x - 0.1971 in (5.01 =a)

S = 2.1649, Model v, = 1458 ft/s (444 m/s), Model A. = 2.164,
Model We = 626, Model Re = 1826
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Figure 4.14 Ethanol Droplet at x = 0.2622 in (6.66 mm)

S = 4.9000, Model v. = 1459 ft/s (445 m/s), Model M, = 2.434,
Model We = 626, Model Re = 1827

Figure 4.15 Ethanol Droplet at x = 0.2788 in (7.08 mm)

S = 5.8642, Model v, = 1456 ft/s (444 m/s), Model M, = 2.491,
Model We = 623, Model Re = 1823
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Table 4.2 Ethanol Droplet Data Summary

Figure S Model v, Model M, Model We Model Re
i-n ft/s

4.10 0.0461 0.1180 956.2 0.936 269 1197
4.11 0.0692 0.1965 1207 1.272 429 1512
4.12 0.1129 0.4955 1375 1.654 557 1722
4.13 0.1971 2.1649 1458 2.164 626 1826
4.14 0.2622 4.9000 1459 2.434 626 1827
4.15 0.2788 5.8642 1456 2.491 623 1823

Figure 4.16 Methanol Droplet x = 0.0092 in (0.23 mum)

S = 0.1919, Model v. = 765.5 ft/s (233 m/s), Model M, = 0.716,
Model We = 173, Model Re = 959
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Figure 4.17 Methanol Droplet at x = 0.0843 in (2.14 ran)

S = 0.5674, Model v, = 1286 ft/s (392 m/s), Model M, = 1.415,
Model We = 487, Model Re = 1611

Figure 4.18 Methanol Droplet at x = 0.1407 in (3.57 mm)

S = 1.8878, Model v, = 1424 ft/s (434 m/s), Model M, = 1.846,
Model We = 597, Model Re = 1783
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Table 4.3 Methanol Droplet Data Summary

Figure iS Model v Model M, Model We Model Re

in f/
4.16 0.0092 0.1919 765.5 0.716 173 959
4.17 0.0843 0.5974 1286 1.415 487 1611
4.18 0.1407 1.8878 1424 1.846 597 1783
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DISCUSSION

Previous studies of the limit of superheat in liquids

often used a heated bubble column with a slowly rising

droplet.'2I Those droplets remained essentially spherical

with an essentially uniform pressure distribution along the

interface, and spontaneous nucleation occurred at a random

point within the volume of the droplet. Once vapor had

nucleated, vaporization spread rapidly throughout the

liquid. The time for vaporization to progress through a

droplet at the superheat limit would be on the order of

one-tenth of the residence time of the droplet in the test

section (as pointed out previously, the droplets in this

work do not actually reach the superheat limit). In

addition, the high acceleration of the droplets in the

current experiment caused a non-uniform pressure

distribution around the surface, and large aerodynamic

forces were present which contributed to droplet breakup.

To varying degrees in droplets of the three test fluids

employed here, the droplet images suggest that spontaneous

nucleation occurred at a fixed point and vaporization

spread only partially through the liquid, with the

remainder of the liquid fragmenting due to aerodynamic

disruption.
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The interface between the airflow and the droplet,

like the interface between the two liquids in a bubble

column, would remain microscopically smooth before droplet

disruption, 14 inhibiting nucleation sites for heterogeneous

boiling. Aerodynamic disruption of the surface of the

droplet could, however, create such nucleation sites. A

point of minimum pressure on the surface of the droplets

existed on the leeward surface, possibly due to shock

waves, which have been observed on rigid spheres at Mach

numbers down to 0.9,41 attached at the separation point of

the turbulent wake, as well as due to the low pressure of

the wake itself. Fluid in the bulk of the droplet near

points of minimum pressure on the surface of the droplet

would effectively experience higher degrees of superheat

than the rest of the droplet, so that the spontaneous

nucleation of vapor within the bulk liquid will occur

earliest in portions of the droplet near points of low

pressure. These portions of the droplet could flash

vaporize while the rest of the droplet remains at a lower

level of superheat, explosively fragmenting the remaining

liquid. This explosive fragmentation due to superheat

induced flash vaporization overwhelms the aerodynamic

forces, masking whatever aerodynamic breakup mode would
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otherwise exist. This is most apparent in the early

fragmentation of the methanol droplets; the ethanol

droplets also appear to have flash vaporized in the aft

region, fragmenting, to a lesser extent than methanol, the

unvaporized liquid.

Deformation of the droplet by the non-uniform pressure

distribution, before the limit of superheat is reached by

any of the liquid, will tend to drive the droplet towards a

shape for which the pressure distribution would be more

uniform. The slower the onset of superheating, the more

uniform the pressure distribution on the surface of the

droplet and, therefore, the more uniform the distribution

of superheating will be throughout the liquid, and the

longer the droplet liquid will persist before complete

vaporization. This effect is the most pronounced in the

droplets of 1-propanol, which appear to have vaporized

uniformly with very little fragmentation, after extensive

deformation while unsuperheated.

As can be seen from Table 5.1, for droplets with the

more rapid increase in superheat level (see Fig. 2.14), the

last observable fragments of droplets were recorded nearer

the throat of the tunnel. Additionally, these rapidly

superheated droplet fragments attained lower degrees of
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superheat, lower relative Mach numbers, and lower Weber

numbers than less rapidly superheated droplet liquids.
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Table 5.1 Comparison of Test Fluids

Test Fluid i.n Smax M-,nx Wemx

in
1-Propanol 0.4754 11.42 2.850 626

Ethanol 0.2788 5.86 2.491 626
Methanol 0.1407 1.89 1.846 597
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CONCLUSION

By injecting droplets of three liquids with a range of

vapor pressures into a freely expanding jet in a draw-down

supersonic wind tunnel, the effects of liquid superheat on

disruption and vaporization of smoothly accelerated

droplets were examined. The choice of liquids, with

similar densities and surface tensions, and variable but

all low viscosities, allowed isolation of the effects of

superheating from variation of effects from aerodynamic

droplet breakup forces. A one dimensional computational

model, based upon non-evaporating rigid spherical droplets

was used to roughly estimate the expected flow conditions

experienced by the droplets, and suggested that the

droplets achieved supersonic relative velocities.

Images of droplets undergoing disruption suggest that

nonuniform pressure distribution due to high relative flow

velocities can initiate spontaneous nucleation of

vaporization on the leeward side of droplets while some of

the liquid is still below the superheat limit; the more

uniform the pressure distribution on the surface of the

droplet is, the higher the degree of superheat the droplet

reaches before spontaneous nucleation of vaporization, the

longer the majority of the droplet remains liquid, and the
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larger the portion of the liquid which is vaporized rather

than fragmented. Any degree of superheat appears to

increase the violence of the breakup mode beyond that

predicted by correlations to the Weber, Ohnesorge, and

Reynolds numbers; the more rapidly the liquid in the

droplet is superheated, the more the breakup is more

violent than that predicted by the correlations.
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FUTURE WORK

In order to more completely evaluate the effects of

superheat on droplet breakup, work beyond the scope of the

current research will be necessary. The most important

step will be to determine actual droplet velocities for

comparison with the model output. This could be

accomplished with multiple exposure images of single

droplets of each fluid in a laser sheet at known intervals

of time. The observed position changes of the droplets

over a known interval of time can be used to calculate

average velocity over that distance. Once a sufficient

population of data is obtained, a least squares fit

velocity curve over the length of the test section can be

calculated. From this, acceleration and estimates of drag

can be determined. The large population of droplet

position data can also be used to determine, from the rate

at which droplets are observed at a given position

downstream of the test section throat, an estimate of the

effect of liquid superheating on the time until a droplet

is fully disrupted.

A possible step to more fully characterize the effect

of liquid superheat on disruption of a droplet at

supersonic velocities relative to an air stream would be to
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repeat the experiment of this study using additional test

fluids with properties similar to the properties which are

comparable among the fluids examined in this study and

vapor pressure between that of ethanol and methanol, if

such test fluids can be identified.

Once the effect of liquid superheat on droplet

disruption and vaporization is more completely

characterized, the behavior of the vapor should be studied.

This could be accomplished through planar laser induced

fluorescence of the vapor at an appropriate wavelength.

The simplest method of accomplishing this is to add small

quantities of a liquid which fluoresces well and is

miscible with the fluids from this study, such as acetone,

and observe the variation in the behavior of acetone vapor

with different rates and degrees of superheating of the

doped test fluid.
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APPENDIX: MATLAB CODES

imageprocess, m

clear all;

[fname3, pname3] = uigetfile('*.tifl, 'Open tiff of
screw') ;

file3 = [pname3 fname3l;

screw = imread(file3, 'tiff');

screw = double (screw);

screw = deinterlace(screw);

colormap (gray (255));

image (screw);

%, Display GUI that determines the scaling of the images.

prompt = {'Threads per inch of the screw','Peak to peak
spacing (pixels) '};

title = 'Scaling Information';

lines = 1;

def = {'80','85'};

hold = inputdlg (prompt, title, lines, def);

hold = char(hold);

hold = str2num(hold);

threads : 25400/hold(l);

pixels = hold(2);

scale = pixels*100/threads;
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close;

cd (pname3);

[fnamel, pnamel] = uigetfile('*.tif', 'Open tiff file for
file source path determination');

[fname2, pname2] = uigetfile('*.txt', 'Open txt file for
file destination path determination');

tl = fix(clock);

filel = [pnamel fnamel];

legend = imread(filel,'tiff');

legend = double(legend);

legend(455:456,20:20+round(scale)) = 255;

cd (pnamel); directorynames = dir;

directorynames = char({directorynames.name});

directorynames = sortrows(directorynames);

cd Lens;

filenames = dir('*.tif');

filenames = char({filenames.name});

filenames = sortrows(filenames);

lensspots = zeros(480,640)+255;

for pic = l:size(filenames,l);

temp = imread(filenames(pic, :), 'tiff');

temp = double(temp);

temp = deinterlace(temp);

temp = 255-temp;
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mtemp = mean(mean(temp));

h = find(temp > mtemp);

Z = zeros(size(temp));

Z(h) = 255;

Z = (Z+lensspots)/2;

h = find(Z < 255);

lensspots(h) = 0;

for pixel = 1:4

lensspots(:,1:pixel) = 0;

lensspots(:,641-pixel:640) 0;

h = find(lensspots > 0);

lensspots(h+1) = 255;

lensspots(h-1) = 255;

lensspots(h+480) = 255;

lensspots(h-480) = 255;

end;

cd .. ;

for position = 5: (size(directorynames)-2)

cd (pname2);

mkdir (directorynames(position, :));

cd (pnamel);

cd (directorynames (position, :));

subdirectorynames = dir;
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subdirectorynames = char({subdirectorynames.name});

subdirectorynames = sortrows(subdirectorynames);

cd Window;

filenames = dir('*.tif');

filenames = char({filenames.name});

filenames = sortrows(filenames);

intensities = size(filenames,l);

for picture = 1:size(filenames,l);

temp = imread(filenames(picture,:), 'tiff');

temp = double(temp);

temp = deinterlace(temp);

temp = lensfunction(temp, lensspots);

intensities (picture) = mean (mean(temp));

end;

cd .. ;

for run = 3: (size (subdirectorynames)-l)

cd (pname2);

cd (directorynames (position,:));

mkdir (subdirectorynames(run,:));

cd (pnamel);

cd (directorynames (position, :));

cd (subdirectorynames (run, :));

picfilenames = dir('*.tif');
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picfilenames = char({picfilenames.name});

picfilenames = sortrows(picfilenames);

for picture = 1:size(picfilenames)

pic =
imread(picfilenames(picture, :), 'tiff');

pic = double(pic);

pic = deinterlace(pic);

pic = lensfunction(pic,lensspots);

picintensity = mean(mean(pic));

h = matchintensity(intensities,
picintensity);

cd .. ;

cd Window;

winpic = imread(filenames(h, :), 'tiff');

winpic = double(winpic);

winpic = deinterlace(winpic);

winpic = lensfunction(winpic, lensspots);

cd .. ;

cd (pname2);

cd (directorynames (position, :));

cd (subdirectorynames (run, :));

winpic =

winpic* (picintensity/intensities (h));

pic = motionfunction(pic,winpic,16,6);
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pic = sharpen(pic);

pic = pic + legend;

pic = uint8 (pic);

imwrite(pic, picfilenames(picture, :),
'tiff');

picfilenames (picture, :)

cd (pnamel);

cd (directorynames (position, :));

cd (subdirectorynames (run, :));

end;

cd .. ;

end;

cd

end;

t2 = fix(clock);

days : t2(3)-tl(3);

hours = t2(4)-tl (4);

minutes = t2(5)-tl(5);

seconds = t2(6)-tl(6);

if seconds < 0

seconds = 60+seconds;

minutes = minutes-i;

end;
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if minutes < 0

minutes = 60+minutes;

hours = hours-i;

end;

if hours < 0

hours 24+hours;

days = days-i;

end;

msgbox(sprintf('Image processing complete.\n\nTotal elapsed
runtime was %g:%g:%g.',hours,minutes,seconds));

deinterlace.m

function out = deinterlace(in);

odd = in;

even : in;

rows = size (in, l);

for count = 2:rows-l;

if max(2 == factor(count)) == 1

odd(count,:) = (odd(count-l,:) +
odd(count+l, :))/2;

else

even (count,:) = (even(count-l, :) +
even (count+l, :))/2;

end

end
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even(l,:) : even(2,:);

if max(2 == factor(rows)) 1

odd(rows,:) = odd(rows-l,:);

else

even(rows,:) = even(rows-l,:);

end

if mean(mean(even)) > mean (mean (odd))

out = even;

else

out = odd;

end

lensfunction.m

function OUT = lensfunction(IN,spots)

in = mean(mean(IN(241:460,21:620)));

IN = IN-spots;

h = find(IN<O);

IN(h) = in;

OUT = IN;

matchintensity.m

function out :
matchintensity (intensitiesvector, intensityscalar)

a = ones (size(intensitiesvector))*intensityscalar;

out = find(min(abs(a-intensitiesvector))==
(abs (a-intensitiesvector)));
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motionfunction .m

function out = motionfunction(in,B,rowcrop,columncrop)

C = B(rowcrop+1:480-rowcrop,columncrop+1:640-columncrop);

for r = 1:2*rowcrop;

for c = 1:2*columncrop;

S(r,c) = sum(sum(abs(in(r:479-
(2*rowcrop) +r, c: 639-(2*columncrop) +c) -C) ));

end;

end;

h = min(min(S));

[i,j] = find(S==h);

B = zeros (size(in));

B(i:i+479-(2*rowcrop),j:j+639-(2*columncrop)) = C;

A = zeros (size(in));

A(i:i+479-(2*rowcrop),j:j+639-(2*columncrop)) =
in(i:i+479-(2*rowcrop),j:j+639-(2*columncrop)) ;

out = abs(A-B);

mout = max(max(out));

out = 255/mout*out;

sharpen .m

function out = sharpen(in);

smoothed = medianA(in);

filtered = laplacian(smoothed);
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filtered = filtered - min(min(filtered));

filtered = filtered * 255/max(max(filtered));

sharpened = smoothed + filtered;

sharpened = sharpened - min(min(sharpened));

sharpened = sharpened * 255/max(max(sharpened));

out = sharpened;

medianA.m

function out = medianA(in);

[height,width] = size(in);

in = double (in);

out : zeros (size(in));

%Center area

out(3:height-2,3:width-2) = 1/13*(in(1:height-4,3:width-2)
"+ in(2:height-3,2:width-3) + in(2:height-3,3:width-2)
"+ in(2:height-3,4:width-l) + in(3:height-2,1:width-4)
"+ in(3:height-2,2:width-3) + in(3:height-2,3:width-2)
"+ in(3:height-2,4:width-l) + in(3:height-2,5:width) +
in(4:height-l,2:width-3) + in(4:height-1,3:width-2) +
in(4:height-1,4:width-1) + in(5:height,3:width-2));

%One pixel away from a horizontal edge, center row

out(2,3:width-2) = 1/12*(in(1,2:width-3) + in(1,3:width-2)
"+ in(1,4:width-1) + in(2,1:width-4) + in(2,2:width-3)
"+ in(2,3:width-2) + in(2,4:width-l) + in(2,5:width) +
in(3,2:width-3) + in(3,3:width-2) + in(3,4:width-1)
in(4,3:width-2));

out(height-l,3:width-2) = 1/12*(in(height-3,3:width-2) +
in(height-2,2:width-3) + in(height-2,3:width-2) +
in(height-2,4:width-1) + in(height-l,l:width-4) +
in(height-l,2:width-3) + in(height-1,3:width-2) +
in(height-1,4:width-1) + in(height-1,5:width) +
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in(height,2:width-3) + in(height,3:width-2) +
in (height, 4 :width-1));

%One pixel away from a vertical edge, center column

out(3:height-2,2) = 1/12*(in(l:height-4,2) +
in(2:height-3,1) + in(2:height-3,2) + in(2:height-3,3)
+ in(3:height-2,1) + in(3:height-2,2) +
in(3:height-2,3) + in(3:height-2,4) + in(4:height-l,1)
+ in(4:height-1,2) + in(4:height-1,3) +
in(5:height,2));

out(3:height-2,width-l) = 1/12*(in(l:height-4,width-1) +
in(2:height-3,width-2) + in(2:height-3,width-1) +
in(2:height-3,width) + in(3:height-2,width-3) +
in(3:height-2,width-2) + in(3:height-2,width-1) +
in(3:height-2,width) + in(4:height-l,width-2) +
in(4:height-l,width-1) + in(4:height-l,width) +
in(5:height,width-1));

0%One pixel away from corner in both directions

out(2,2) = 1/11* (in(l, l) + in(1,2) + in(1,3) + in(2,1) +
in(2,2) + in(2,3) + in(2,4) + in(3,1) + in(3,2) +
in(3,3) + in(4,2));

out(2,width-1) = 1/11*(in(l,width-2) + in(l,width-1) +
in(l,width) + in(2,width-3) + in(2,width-2) +
in(2,width-1) + in(2,width) + in(3,width-2) +
in(3,width-1) + in(3,width) + in(4,width-l));

out(height-1,2) = 1/11*(in(height-3,2) + in(height-2,1) +
in(height-2,2) + in(height-2,3) + in(height-1,1) +
in(height-1,2) + in(height-1,3) + in(height-1,4) +
in(height,l) + in(height,2) + in(height,3));

out(height-l,width-1) = 1/11*(in(height-3,width-1) +
in(height-2,width-2) + in(height-2,width-1) +
in(height-2,width) + in(height-l,width-3) +
in(height-l,width-2) + in(height-l,width-1) +
in(height-l,width) + in(height,width-2) +
in(height,width-1) + in(height,width));

%Horizontal edge, center row
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out(1,3:width-2) = 1/9*(in(1,l:width-4) + in(l,2:width-3) +

in(l,3:width-2) + in(1,4:width-1) + in(1,5:width) +
in(2,2:width-3) + in(2,3:width-2) + in(2,4:width-l) +
in(3,3:width-2));

out(height,3:width-2) = 1/9*(in(height-2,3:width-2) +
in(height-1,2:width-3) + in(height-1,3:width-2) +
in(height-1,4:width-1) + in(height,l:width-4) +
in(height,2:width-3) + in(height,3:width-2) +
in(height,4:width-1) + in(height,5:width));

%Vertical edge, center column

out(3:height-2,1) = 1/9*(in(l:height-4,1) +
in(2:height-3,1) + in(2:height-3,2) + in(3:height-2,1)
+ in(3:height-2,2) + in(3:height-2,3) +
in(4:height-1,1) + in(4:height-1,2) + in(5:height,l));

out(3:height-2,width) = 1/9*(in(l:height-4,width) +
in(2:height-3,width-1) + in(2:height-3,width) +
in(3:height-2,width-2) + in(3:height-2,width-1) +
in(3:height-2,width) + in(4:height-l,width-1) +
in(4:height-l,width) + in(5:height,width));

""One pixel in horizontally from corners

out(1,2) = 1/8*(in(l,l) + in(1,2) + in(1,3) + in(1,4) +
in(2,1) + in(2,2) + in(2,3) + in(3,2));

out(l,width-1) = i/8*(in(l,width-3) + in(l,width-2) +
in(l,width-1) + in(l,width) + in(2,width-2) +
in(2,width-1) + in(2,width) + in(3,width-1));

out(height,2) = l/8*(in(height-2,2) + in(height-1,1) +
in(height-1,2) + in(height-1,3) + in(height,l) +
in(height,2) + in(height,3) + in(height,4));

out(height,width-1) = 1/8*(in(height-2,width-1) +
in(height-l,width-2) + in(height-l,width-1) +
in(height-l,width) + in(height,width-3) +
in(height,width-2) + in(height,width-1) +
in (height,width));

XOne pixel in vertically from corners
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out(2,1) = 1/8*(in(l,l) + in(l,2) + in(2,1) + in(2,2) +

in(2,3) + in(3,1) + in(3,2) + in(4,1));
out(2,width) = 1/8*(in(l,width-l) + in(l,width) +

in(2,width-2) + in(2,width-1) + in(2,width) +
in(3,width-1) + in(3,width) + in(4,width));

out(height-l,1) = 1/8*(in(height-3,1) + in(height-2,1) +
in(height-2,2) + in(height-l,1) + in(height-l,2) +
in(height-l,3) + in(height,l) + in(height,2));

out(height-l,width) = 1/8*(in(height-3,width) +
in(height-2,width-l) + in(height-2,width) +
in(height-l,width-2) + in(height-l,width-l) +
in(height-l,width) + in(height,width-l) +
in(height,width));

%Corners

out(l,l) = 1/6*(in(l,l) + in(l,2) + in(l,3) + in(2,1) +
in(2,2) + in(3,1));

out(l,width) = 1/6*(in(l,width-2) + in(l,width-l) +
in(l,width) + in(2,width-l) + in(2,width) +
in (3, width) ) ;

out(height,i) = 1/6*(in(height-2,1) + in(height-l,l) +
in(height-l,2) + in(height,l) + in(height,2) +
in (height, 3));

out(height,width) = 1/6*(in(height-2,width) +
in(height-l,width-l) + in(height-l,width) +
in(height,width-2) + in(height,width-l) +
in(height,width));

laplacian.m

function out = laplacian(in);

[height,width] = size(in);

in = double (in);

out = zeros (size(in));
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out(2:height-1,2:width-1) = -(in(l:height-2,1:width-2) +

in(l:height-2,2:width-1) + in(l:height-2,3:width) +
in(2:height-1,1:width-2) - 8*in(2:height-1,2:width-1)
+ in(2:height-1,3:width) + in(3:height,l:width-2) +
in(3:height,2:width-1) + in(3:height,3:width));

out(1,2:width-1) = -(in(1,1:width-2) - 5*in(1,2:width-1) +
in(1,3:width) + in(2,1:width-2) + in(2,2:width-1) +
in(2,3:width)) ;

out(height,2:width-1) = -(in(height,l:width-2) -

5*in(height,2:width-1) + in(height,3:width) +

in(height-1,1:width-2) + in(height-1,2:width-1) +
in(height-1,3:width));

out(2:height-1,1) = -(in(l:height-2,1) - 5*in(2:height-1,1)
"+ in(3:height,l) + in(l:height-2,2) + in(2:height-1,2)
"+ in(3:height,2));

out(2:height-l,width) = -(in(l:height-2,width) -

5*in(2:height-l,width) + in(3:height,width) +

in(l:height-2,width-1) + in(2:height-l,width-1) +
in(3:height,width-1));

out(l,l) = 3*in(l,l) -(in(1,2) + in(2,1) + in(2,2));

out(l,width) = 3*in(l,width) -(in(l,width-1) + in(2,width)
+ in(2,width-1)) ;

out(height,l) = 3*in(height,l) -(in(height-1,1) +
in(height,2) + in(height-1,2));

out(height,width) = 3*in(height,width) -(in(height-l,width)
+ in(height,width-1) + in(height-l,width-1));


